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Presentation Overview
■ Connections to the Big Ideas of Team Meetings and 

Critical Questions 
■ What does Standards-Based Mean?
■ How is it different than traditional grading and reporting?
■ Understand the complexity of grading
■ Common concerns and questions (and answers) 
■ Identify grading issues which arise from analysis of 

student grades
■ Questions 



What are the Right Things?
The Four Critical Questions 

1. What do we want our students to learn? (essential, guaranteed, 
and viable curriculum)

2. How will we know if they are learning? (frequent, 
team-developed, common formative assessments) 

3. How will we respond when they do not learn? (timely, 
directive,systematic intervention)

4. How will we respond when they do learn? (timely enrichment 
and extension) 
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The Fundamental Purpose 
of our Schools

LEARNING
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Standards-Based Grading and Reporting

If our fundamental purpose is LEARNING… 

We should measure LEARNING and accurately 
communicate LEARNING to students and parents
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What is Standards-Based Reporting?
It’s assessing and grading only in reference to evidence of 
standard(s), nothing else.  

Separate Academics and Work Habits

Grading on a mastery scale, not using points
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Example: Traditional vs. Mastery Scale

Traditional School Approaches 
A 90-100%- Outstanding 
B  80-89%- Above Average 
C 70-79%- Average 
D 60-69%- Below Average 
Poor D 60-69% - Below 
F <60%- Failing Unacceptable 

Standards-based Approaches 
(Should be described by levels and linked to a 
symbol) 

4.0 Advanced: Above standard 
3.0 Proficient: Meets standard 
2.0 Developing: Below but 
approaching standard 
1.0 Beginning: Well below 
standard
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Premise
A grade represents a valid and undiluted indicator 
of what a student knows and is able to do – 
mastery. 

With grades we document progress in students and 
our teaching, we provide feedback to students and 
their parents, and we make instructional decisions.  
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Benefits for Students
Students know:
● What they are expected to learn
● Their progress toward mastering learning targets
● How to achieve mastery
● How to extend their learning
● That they will be supported in their learning at all stages by 

teachers focusing on these same key ideas
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 “When students have opportunities to examine 
their work in light of known criteria and 
performance standards they begin to shift their 
orientation from “What did I get?” to “Now I 
know what I need to do to improve?”            

~Jay McTighe, Educational Leadership
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Students are able to take ownership of their own learning

From:  Wondering how many points they need to 
get the “A”... 

To:   “I need to work on my addition and subtraction 
facts.”
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Benefits for Teachers
•They have a better understanding of what their 
students know and do not know.  
•They have a better understanding of a students 
work habits.
•They can identify the student's gaps in learning and 
support the student in reaching mastery.  
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Benefits for Parents
•Provides more specific feedback to parents about what their 
child knows and does not know. 
•Students earn grades in academic subjects based on their 
understanding of that subject, not, for example, their 
homework completion in that class.
•As a parent, knowing your student is mastering things like 
preparedness and organization are true keys to success.  
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Traditional Letter Grade:  85% B
This quarter, you’ve taught: 

•4-quadrant graphing
•Slope and Y-intercept
•Multiplying binomials
•Ratios/Proportions
•3-dimensional solids

What does this mark 
tell us about the 
student’s proficiency 
with each of the topics 
taught?
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Grading by Dimension Provides More Information

Student Topic/Standard 
4-quadrant   
Graphing 

Topic/Standard 
Slope and 
Y-intercept

Total 
Score

   1   2 10 12

   2   10 2 12

   3    6 6 12

Problem: 
Most tests use a 
single score to 
assess multiple 
dimensions and 
traits.  The 
resulting score is 
often invalid and 
useless.  
-Marzano, CAGTW, page 

13
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“Why . . . Would anyone want to 
change current grading practices? 

The answer is quite simple: grades are 
so imprecise that they are almost 
meaningless.” 

Marzano, R. J., Transforming Classroom Grading, ASCD, Alexandria, VA, 2000, 1
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Does Traditional Grading Measure 
Learning Accurately? 

What was grading and reporting like for you as a 
student?  

What did you like about the traditional system? 

What did you not like about it?
MIX, PAIR, SHARE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru0K8uYEZWw
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Changes Required
SBR often requires the removal or changing of 
several traditional grading practices in order to 
maintain grade integrity.
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Practices We Must Consider Changing
 [They Dilute a Grade’s Validity and Effectiveness]

1. Penalizing students’ multiple attempts at mastery; 
emphasize more recent achievement

2. Grading practice (daily homework) as students come to 
know concepts [Feedback, not grading, is needed]

3. Group grades; use only individual achievement evidence.
4. Incorporating non-academic factors (behavior, attendance, 

effort)
5. Re-Do’s and Re-Takes; allow these for students to 

demonstrate mastery
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Practices We Must Consider Changing
 [They Dilute a Grade’s Validity and Effectiveness]

6.  Using assessments that fail to meet standards of quality; rely 
only on quality assessments that measure the standard accurately.

7.  Grading on a curve

8.  Allowing Extra Credit or use bonus points; seek only evidence 
that more work has resulted in a higher level of achievement.
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Practices We Must Consider Changing
 [They Dilute a Grade’s Validity and Effectiveness]

9.  Overall Points, Percentages and Averages; report evidence by 
standards/ learning goals.

10.  Recording zeroes on the 100.0 scale for work not done; use 
alternatives, such as reassessing to determine real achievement or 
use “ I” for Incomplete or Insufficient evidence.
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1. Penalizing students’ multiple attempts at mastery

Grades represent what students know and can do at 
the end of learning’s journey, not the path you took 
to get there.
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What Do You Think About Brandon’s Path? 

Katie 62  55  66  61  60     

Brandon  0  7  98  100  95

Learning Target:  7th Grade English/Language Arts:  
Distinguish the main ideas and supporting details in order to summarize the order 
of events in a story or nonfiction text.   

AVERAGES 

KATIE- 61%
BRANDON- 60%
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Standards-Based Gradebook
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Summative Assessments                 Student: ______________________________

Standards/ 

Outcomes

XYZ Test, 

part 1

PQR Project EFG Observ. XYZ Test, part 

2

GHI
Perf. Task

Most 

Consistent 

Level

1.1 [Descriptor] 3.5 3.5 3.5

1.2 [Descriptor] 2.5 5.0 4.5 4.5 4.5

1.3 [Descriptor] 4.5 3.5 3.0 3.5 3.5

1.4 [Descriptor] 3.5 3.5 3.5

1.5 [Descriptor] 2.0 1.5 1.75
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Average for ALL is 70%-  What Do You Think? What is good? What 
Do You Wonder About?   DISCUSS with a Partner
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2.  Grading practice (daily homework) as students come to 
know concepts [Feedback, not grading, is needed]

Katie 62  55  66  61  60     

Brandon 0  7  98  100  95

DISCUSS: 
Consider that Brandon’s 
ZERO is homework.  

Does this tell you what 
Brandon knows or does not 
know the learning target?  

Learning Target:  7th Grade English/Language Arts:  
Distinguish the main ideas and supporting details in order to summarize the order 
of events in a story or nonfiction text.   
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Feedback:  Holding up a mirror to students, showing them what 
they did and comparing it what they should have done – There’s no 
evaluative component!

Assessment:  Gathering data so we can make a decision

Greatest Impact on Student Success: 

Formative feedback
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What About the Student Who...
•Does none of the homework assignments, 
yet earns an “A” (top grade) on every 
formal assessment we give, does he earn 
anything less than an “A” on his report 
card?
• Does all of the homework well yet bombs 
every formal assessment, isn’t that also a 
red flag that something is amiss, and we 
need to take corrective action?
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One Way to Approach This… 
Tie homework to assessments: 
● Allow students  to use homework assignments and notes when 

taking a test. They can use only if they turned it in when it was due. 
● Correlate the amount of homework completed with test scores. 

Write  2  numbers at the top of each test or quiz—the student's test 
score and the student's number of missing homework assignments. 
This not only helps the students see the connection, but also shows 
the teacher which students are not benefiting from a specific 
homework task and which students may know the content so well 
that they don't need to do homework. 
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Students should be assessed or checked on 
everything (or almost everything) they do 

BUT everything that is assessed and/or checked 
does not need a score 
AND every score should not be included in the 
grade.
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Purposes of Homework

-To introduce material presented in future lessons. These 
assignments aim to help students learn new material when it is 
covered in class. 
- To reinforce learning and help students master specific skills. 
-PRACTICE students master specific skills. 
-EXTENSION: asks students to apply skills they already have in 
new situations. 
-INTEGRATION:  requires students to apply many different 
skills to a large task, such as book reports, projects, creative 
writing.                          Source: NCLB website - Homework Tips for Parents 
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3. Group grades; use only individual achievement evidence.

“No student’s grade should depend on the 
achievement (or behavior) of other students.” -William Glasser

Is it likely that a group grade will provide evidence 
of individual student achievement related to a 
learning standard?  
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7 Reasons for Opposing Group Grades 

1. no(t) fair 
2. debase report cards 
3. undermine motivation 
4. convey the wrong 
message 

5. violate individual 
accountability 
6. are responsible for 
resistance to cooperative 
learning 
7. may be challenged in 
court. 

Kagan, S. “Group Grades Miss the Mark,” 
Educational Leadership, May, 1995, 68-71
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4.  Incorporating non-academic factors (behavior, attendance, 
and effort)

“. . . grades often reflect a combination of achievement, 
progress, and other factors

 . . . this tendency to collapse several independent 
elements into a single grade may blur their meaning.” 

Bailey, J. and McTighe, J., “Reporting Achievement at the Secondary School Level: What 
and How?”, in T. R. Guskey, (Ed.) Communicating Student Learning: ASCD Yearbook 
1996, ASCD, Alexandria, VA, 1996, 121
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We mark and grade against standards/outcomes, 
not the routes students take or techniques teachers 
use to achieve those standards/outcomes.
 

Given this premise, marks/grades for these activities can no 
longer be used in the academic report of what students know and 
can do regarding learner standards: maintaining a neat notebook, 
group discussion, class participation, homework, class work, 
reading log minutes, band practice minutes, dressing out in p.e., 
showing up to perform in an evening concert, covering 
textbooks, service to the school, group projects, signed 
permission slips, canned foods for canned food drive…  
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4.  Incorporating non-academic factors (behavior, attendance, 
and effort)
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Are Re-Do’s and 
Re-Takes Okay? THOMAS EDISON
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If we do not allow students to re-do work, we deny the growth 
mindset so vital to student maturation, and we are declaring to 
the student:

•This assignment had no legitimate educational value.

•It’s okay if you don’t do this work.

•It’s okay if you don’t learn this content or skill.

None of these is acceptable to the highly accomplished, 

professional educator. 
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Do F’s Motivate?
If an “F” on a project really motivated students to work harder 
and achieve, retention rates would have dropped by now.  

It’s a false assumption that giving a student an “F” or wagging 
an admonishing finger from afar builds moral fiber, 
self-discipline, competence, and integrity.
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6.  Using assessments that fail to meet standards of quality; 
rely only on quality assessments that measure the standard 
accurately.

The type of assessment used must “match” the 
level of thinking expected in the learning 
target.



Does the assessment assess what we wanted it 
to assess?  
(The Essential Standards/Targets)

Will it tell me whether or not the students 
learned the material I wanted them to learn?

What is Validity?  



Does this seem like a Valid Question?  
Standard
Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development 
over the course of the text, including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by 
specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.

Assessment Question
1. Which of the following best describes the theme of To Kill a Mockingbird?

A. Innocence  
B. Compassion 
C. Forgiveness 
D. Race
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7.  Grading on a curve
Grading on the “Curve” is a method of grading that 
is based on the belief that letter grades in any given 
class should be distributed along a bell curve. 
Typically, an assignment or test is scored, and the 
average score automatically becomes an average 
grade (typically a B- or C+).
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7.  Grading on a curve
What matters, is how well your child is performing, not how 

well the rest of the class is doing. "How other students do is 

insignificant," 

What matters is how they are doing compared with the 

standards for learning."

Thomas Guskey, a University of Kentucky

https://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/education/colleges-universities/university-of-kentucky-OREDU0000635-topic.html
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8.  Allowing Extra Credit or use bonus points; seek only 
evidence that more work has resulted in a higher level of 
achievement.

DEFINITION OF MASTERY- Wormeli
Students have mastered content when they demonstrate a thorough 
understanding as evidenced by doing something substantive with the content 
beyond merely echoing it.  
Anyone can repeat information; it’s the masterful student who can break 
content into its component pieces, explain it and alternative perspectives 
regarding it cogently to others, and use it purposefully in new situations.

Where Does EXTRA CREDIT FIT HERE?  
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What Do You Think About Katie’s Path? 

Katie 62 (70) 55 (75) 66  61 (71) 60  (70) (Extra Credit)   

Brandon  0  7  98  100  95

Learning Target:  7th Grade English/Language Arts:  
Distinguish the main ideas and supporting details in order to summarize the order 
of events in a story or nonfiction text.   

AVERAGES 

KATIE- 70%
BRANDON- 60%
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9.  Overall Points, Percentages and Averages; report evidence 
by standards/ learning goals.

Just because it’s mathematically easy to calculate 
doesn’t mean it’s pedagogically correct.
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Accurate?   
Temperature Readings for Norfolk, VA:

85, 87, 88, 84, 0    (Forgot to take the reading)

Average:  68.8 degrees     

This is inaccurate for what really happened, and therefore, 
unusable. 
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10.  Recording zeroes on the 100.0 scale for work not done; 
use alternatives, such as reassessing to determine real 
achievement or use “ I” for Incomplete or Insufficient 
evidence.

100 point Scale or 4.0 scale?
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100 point Scale or 4.0 scale?
•A 4.0 scale has a high inter-rater reliability.   Students’ work is 
connected to a detailed descriptor and growth and achievement 
rally around listed benchmarks.

•In 100-point or larger scales, the grades are more subjective.  In 
classes in which teachers use percentages or points, students, 
teachers, and parents more often rally around grade point 
averages, not learning. 
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Points for Doing Nothing?
Students are not getting points for having done nothing.  

The student still gets a low score.  

The 4.0 scale simply equalizes the influence of the each grade 
in the overall grade and responding in a way that leads to 
learning.  
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Zeros:  The Last Word
“A zero has an undeserved and devastating 
influence, so much so that no matter what the 
student does, the grade distorts the final grade as a 
true indicator of mastery. 

Mathematically and ethically this is unacceptable . 
” Rick Wormeli quoted in O’Connor, K., A Repair Kit for Grading, ETS/ATI, Portland, 2007, 92
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Nothing really changes till the grade 
book and the report card both change.
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A Glimpse of the DRAFT Report Card


